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How Scouts can earn an Upstander
Patch and learn how to become
Jr. Journalist of Stream Casting News
As leaders of their communities, the Boys
& Girl Scouts hold generations of accomplishments in character building and community support.
Generations Against Bullying (GAB) and
the Scouts have joined together to help
learn the characteristics of an Upstander
to prevent and stop bullying behavior, and
earn an Upstander Patch.
The Upstander activities will help your
Scouts learn, inform, prepare, prevent and
become Upstanders in their Scouting
events, schools and community.
The Upstanders skills will inspire the
Scouts to spread the message and influence others to become Upstanders, ultimately creating a positive school climate
and providing a school of inclusion.
Through empowerment, confidence, teambuilding, communication skills, citizenship
and empathy, the Scouts will learn to become Upstanders which will create a safer,
healthier, and a positive learning environment for all the Scouts and students.
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This is simple. Sign up your Troop
today and it costs zero to participate
in earning your Upstander Patch and
learn about the Upstander Challenges.
Our celebrity Jr. Journalism program
allows the Scouts to create and provide
nature themed programming that is in
line with promoting Scouting involved
events, happenings and jamborees.

Troop Media Stream Caster
programs are a troop level extra
curriculum activity meant for the
whole troop to participate in capturing stories, news and special events.

Our Upstander Ambassadors of Hope
will be there to support the Upstander
young citizens using todays best technologies and communications .
Upstander challenges provide vital extracurricular funding directly impacting
the Scouting families and their Troops!

In Generations Against Bullying’s effort
to end bullying it starts with the Upstander Peer-to-Peer Program. The
same citizen principles the Scouts
historically strive to accomplish!

Participate in the Upstander
Network’s Scouting Outdoor
Challenges. This is an opportunity
to appear on the Upstander TV
Channel.
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Scouting Streamcaster’s Reporting On All Things Scouting
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